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it horrible to admit we think seeing the ACC Tournament in New York City would be kind of cool?.....By the way, Coach Pitino, Louisville hasn’t been “loyal.” It 
hasn’t been “invited anywhere else.” And when it is, well.....Best wishes to Delvon Roe, one of the best high school power forwards of the SLAM era. Kudos 
to him for keeping his head up and getting a lot out of college even as he battled the knee injuries that recently ended his playing career at Michigan State.....   

There are a few things ballers at 
nearly every level, of just about 
every skill set, have in common. 
Playing on slippery, dirty floors is 
one of them. Mission AthleteCare 
thinks it has an answer to that 
problem. Mission’s Court Grip, an 
eight-ounce bottle with a sponge 
applicator ($14.99 at Foot Locker), 
promises to improve players’ shoe 
traction, which is often compro-
mised due to accumulated dust on 
floors—from recreational gyms to 
NBA arenas. That’s right, even NBA 
players have issues with their foot-
ing on the hardwood. One of the 
League’s best players felt strongly 
enough about the subject that he 
became Court Grip’s endorser.

“I play on the best courts in the 
world,” Dwyane Wade says during 
Court Grip’s late-September media 
day at New York City’s Chelsea 
Piers sports complex. “You still go 
to different places and the courts 
are dirty.” 

Wade cites activity pregame and 
at halftime—those pesky mascot 
motorcycle rides—as the main 
culprits for dirty NBA floors. Mark 
French, the inventor of Court Grip 
and president of Mission Basketball, 
sensed the issue of dust accumula-
tion on floors several years ago. 

“We knew there was a void in 
the marketplace,” French says 
shortly before introducing Court 
Grip to the gathered media. 

French studied the alternatives 
that basketball players had at their 
disposal to improve their shoe’s 
grip. Wet towels proved to be as 
successful as a Brendan Haywood 
free throw. Slipp-Nott sticky 
mats worked immediately but 
they had no long-lasting effect. 
Players spitting on their hands and 
wiping it on their shoes’ soles was 
determined to be ineffective and, 

frankly, unsanitary. 
In collaboration with scientists 

and engineers schooled in nano-
technology, shoe sole performance 
and tire traction, French discovered 
that additives in race car tires could 
be reconfigured with other ingre-
dients into an instant-dry formula. 
Thus, Court Grip was born. 

The bottle, which is ergonomi-
cally designed for an easy handle, is 
applied by pressing the sponge ap-
plicator against one end of the sole 
and dragging it the length of the 
shoe. French says each application 
of the formula is supposed to work 

for up to 10-15 minutes of game 
time, which is a time period that 
can obviously vary in real time. 

Mission bolstered support 
for Court Grip by conducting a 
500-player study at NYC’s Pace 
University. It found that 82 percent 
of basketball players there consid-
ered court traction to be the main 
impediment to hooping. Pro and 
college teams also experimented 
with the product.

Wade was among the players on 
20 NBA and NCAA teams during 
the ’10-11 season who tested Court 
Grip, which is approved by the 

NBA, NCAA and NFHS. Wade, who 
has an equity stake in Court Grip, 
says his famed two-step slide-step 
move is tougher to pull off without 
proper shoe traction.

“You’re not gonna be able to do 
that as effective where you can do 
it and still finish strong,” he says. 
“The grip enables you to have take-
off, as well. Obviously it helps you 
on defense and to be able to move 
your feet and slide.”

If Wade is right, then basketball 
courts might no longer be able to 
act like a sixth defender. 
—KYLE STACK

A new product from 
Mission AthleteCare 
aims to keep your 
feet from slipping  
on the court.

Get a 
GRIP


